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why? well, for one, theyre the embodiment of everything you
can imagine having a bad day in life. feelings are magnified,
realities are exaggerated, emotions take on a momentum all

their own, and the confines of a tiny town seem epic.
somewhere just under the surface, like a flaring match of sin-
eater sparklers, my gaze is held captive by the radha kumari.
the temple priest tells me that it is a sacrifice that has to be
performed in public. radha kumari has been chosen by the

gods to sacrifice her worldly desires to pull the wheel of fate
back from crisis and disaster. o..murder. (dhh 189). in the

background are images of filigree-carved wooden pandals, a
creamy yellow wall, and the line of radha kumari and her
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paramour with his own set of gopis as witnesses. the
windowless temple is beautiful, but my mind is racing as i

stare at the shiva and ganesha images. it was the first time i
had seen the aarti. the walls of the temple were covered with

images of deities, but this was the first time i had seen the
aarti performed before a cast of thousands. i have seen

another temple perform the aarti before, but this one was
unique in the sense that the intensity of the bhajans

(chanting), the beauty of the kirtan (songs), the level of
dedication, and the sheer number of cast were all on a scale i

had never experienced. the guru and the devotees were
lifted up into a wave of love and devotion. the guru was
created to be a spiritual leader. in fact, he was first and

foremost a priest. this doesn't mean that he was remote or
unapproachable. he was loved, respected, and revered, and
that is why he had his own pod of gopis to help him through

the day.
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the forte of the guru is in taking help and experience of
others, and imparting that wisdom to others. in this process,
he has to carry a lot of responsibility, and he has to commit a
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lot of time, for he has to involve himself in all that is
happening in the gopikas lives. this takes away from the

other aspects of his life. so he has to think about what he is
going to do every day. he has to look to his gopikas to get
the best out of them, and at the same time try to serve the

community as best he can, be the best example he can, and
help when they get stuck. this is a byproduct of the guru's
life in a way. his work as a priest (to me he is just a priest)
was in fact the service of the community. but he had this

other calling in his life that was happening in the lives of his
chosen gopikas, so that is what mattered more than the

service of the community. halloween is a big halloween party
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